COMPANY SUPPORT MEASURES

How to get aid linked to health crisis?

You are eligible to support measures
Tell us your activity and we are managing implementation of these measures directly on your account on your behalf.

PRACTICAL SHEET
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- How to inform us about assistance appliable to your company?
- What impact on your contributions?

September 2020
Regulation

Government decided to strengthen their support to priority areas companies strongly impacted by health crisis.

Eligible companies get as the case may be:
→ specific exemption of employer’s contributions;
→ aid towards the payment of social contributions;
→ implementation of payment schedule or clearance plan in case of financial difficulties.

For more information, consult the website devoted exclusively to these measures: www.mesures-covid19.urssaf.fr

How to inform us about assistance appliable to your company?

If you are among eligible companies, next time you login please check the box that best applies to your company.

Validation of following data for use of this site

Covid-19 - Exceptional measures to bring economical support

Two exceptional measures to bring economical support to most affected companies by current economic crisis are implemented by the government:
- cancel of part of employer’s contributions,
- aid towards the payment of social contributions.

These measures are mainly directed towards sectors most affected by Covid-19 crisis. Click here to know whether you are eligible to these measures.

To help your TFE center to take these measures into account, we invite you to check one of following to identify your company’s situation and confirm your choice:

- Companies employing less than 250 employees conducting their main activities in tourism, hotel and catering trade, sports, cultural, events and air transport sectors particularly affected by economic and financial consequence due to spread of Covid-19 epidemic because of their reduction of activity mainly due to their dependence on public reception or that suffered from a sharp downturn in their turnover, or sectors depending of above mentioned ones.
- Company of less than 10 employees falling under other activity sectors as the ones mentionned above, but involving an activity of public reception which has been broken up as a result of the epidemic spread of Covid 19, excluding voluntary closure.
- Company not eligible to contribution cancellation measures.
What impact on your contributions?

Covid-19 exemption:

⇒ Your center will reissue a pay slip indicating the exemption of employer’s contributions. This deduction will automatically be reported on your coming statement.

Aid towards the payment of social contributions:

⇒ This aid of an amount of 20% of total payroll, is also calculated by your center but will not appear on your employee’s pay slips nor on your contributions statement.

⇒ A calculation itemization is at your disposal in rubric "Edition" in your employer’s space.

⇒ Assignment of aid on contributions due for the year 2020 as a whole is made by your URSSAF. Each month they inform you on assignment of your aid.

Support by your URSSAF:

⇒ If you are still liable for social contributions even taking into account support granted from the beginning of the crisis, an amicable settlement plan to pay outstanding contributions in several installments can be provided by your URSSAF.

⇒ A partial debt waiver can be offered to companies not eligible to exemption or aid towards payment.

⇒ More details about these measures can be obtained at URSSAF ALSACE (and not your TFE center). Find HERE contact with your URSSAF.